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JOHNSON WAX FLOOR SHOW
London run: Country Cousin: March 4th – 15th
Written by Ruby Wax
Music: Peter Brewis
Directed by Mel Smith & Penny Cherns

Cast: Ruby Wax, Paola Dionisotti, Belinda Lang, Edward Hibbert,
Rick Mayall, Martin Smith.
Notes: “There are several highlights in the revue which combines cynicism,
bad taste and sheer frivolity. . . there are merciless send-ups of fringe theatre,
mime, and the over-dramatic vocaliste, a tasteless song about a woman who is
sexually past it, and a drag Carmen Miranda singing ‘Conchita the
Compulsive Eater’.” (The Stage)
Ruby Wax

TOMFOOLERY

London run: Criterion Theatre, June 5th – May 23rd 1981
Music & Lyrics: Tom Lehrer
Adapted by Cameron Mackintosh & Robin Ray
Director: Gillian Lynne
Musical Director: Chris Walker
Producer: Cameron Mackintosh

Cast: Robin Ray, Jonathan Adams, Martin Connor, Tricia George
Songs: Be Prepared, Poisoning Pigeons in the Park, When You Are Old and Grey, I
Got it From Agnes, The Hunting Song, Wienerschnitzel Waltz, The Old Dope
Pedlar, The Varican Rag, We Will All Go Together
Notes: Tom Lehrer’s original songs of the 1950s and 60s epitomised the era of topical humour in America –
the Korean War, the nuclear bomb, Vietnam, pollution, and biting, pithy, humorous political satire. He was
also adept at the occasional piece of black humour, and had a highly successful performance career with his
one-man shows.
He
retired from performing
around the early 1970s
(a popular myth claimed
he said political satire
ceased to exist when the
Nobel Peace Prize was
awarded to Henry
Kissinger in 1973).
This show was a
collection of his songs,
sharing Lehrer’s voice
between
four
performers, and turning
a cabaret into an
intimate revue. Lehrer’s
themes were for the
most part universal
enough to withstand the
test of time and the
show was highly
successful both in
London and on a later
Martin Connor, Jonathan Adams, Robin Ray
transfer to New York.
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HINGE & BRACKET AT THE GLOBE
London run: Globe, October 22nd – February 14th 1981
Presented by Michael Codron
Cast: George Logan, Patrick Fyffe
Notes: “Looking at Hinge and Bracket in their show at the Globe, it is hard to escape
the conclusion that they are a variety act who, 30 years ago, would probably have done
a 20 minute spot to close the first half of a bill. This is not to say that they are not
excellent entertainment, simply that what is essentially miniaturist in concept, a music
hall sketch, has been stretched out to two hours with a lot of resource and just a little
padding” (The Stage).

THE DEVIL HIMSELF
London run: Lyric Hammersmith
Studio, May 1st -10th
Devised & Directed by Peter Barnes
Choreographer: Stuart Hopps
Musical Director: Michael Rose
Cast: Dilys Laye, Tina Marian,
Charles Keating, Alan Rickman
Notes: This was a compilation of
some 30 songs, sketches and
monologues by Frank Wedekind, one
of the founders of German cabaret
and a forerunner of Brecht’s epic
theatre. They had been translated and
adapted by Peter Barnes and were
performed in an European café setting
by a cast of four. “There is a certain
amount of Anglicisation, a pleasant
Dilys Laye, Charles Keating, Tina Marian, Alan Rickman
reminder of the days when good
intimate revue was a staple of the London theatre, but it does retain a uniquely German flavour, a kind of savage
sophistication, a dangerous treading on thin ice that was no doubt extremely alarming in its day. . . Wedekind’s
messages still retain a topicality” (The Stage)

NEWS REVUE

London run: Gate Theatre Club, September 29th – October 4th
Writers: Ed Wiley & Michael Hodd
Director: Edward Wiley
Musical Director: Derek Harris-Taylor
Cast: Marcus Ramsay, Sara Clist, Andrew Porter, Terry Morrison,
Saskia Reeves
Notes: This revue began life at the Edinburgh Festival and then was revived at the
Gate Theatre Club in Notting Hill.
Saskia Reeves
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IT’S MAGIC

London run: Prince of Wales, December 10th – February 6th 1982
Presented by Bernard Delfont Ltd
Director: Dick Hurran
Choreographer: Fred Peters
Musical Director: Paul Burnett
Cast: Paul Daniels, Karen Kay, Compagnie Philippe Genty, Jean-Claude & Yvette
Notes: Although there were a few items of “produced comedy”, this was more of a
variety show than a revue. The Compagnie Philippe Genty staged a black-light
puppet offering; Jean-Claude & Yvette were foot-jugglers; Karen Kay was an
impressionist; but the bulk of the show was Paul Daniels himself. “He takes
advantage of a big stage to present some large-scale illusions in the manner of
Dante or Kalanag, offering a smart cabinet trick and finishing off with a mystifying
levitation, disappearance and substitution, but his appeal is really on a more intimate scale and he is
undeniably the funniest and cleverest magician to come along for many years” (The Stage)
On September 26th 1981 the show achieved a double record: the box office takings hit the £1 million mark,
and it became the longest-running magic show in the West End. The show finally ended after a 14 month run,
and was only taken off to allow Paul Daniels to fulfil another contract - just two days later he was heading to
Las Vegas and headlining a Folies Bergère show at the Tropicana Hotel.

ALL THE TRIMMINGS

London run: Lyric Hammersmith Studio, December 30th – Jan 17th 1981
Written & performed by Roger McGough
Cast: Roger McGough
Notes: This was described as a Christmas Revue for Adults, running over
the New Year at the Lyric Hammersmith.
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ROWAN ATKINSON IN REVUE

London run: Globe, February 19th – May 9th (12 week season)
Director: Mel Smith
Presented by Michael Codron
Cast: Rowan Atkinson, Richard Curtin, Howard Goodall
Notes: This was billed as Rowan Atkinson’s West End debut – he had previously
appeared in a Hampstead Theatre Club revue – and, as a result of his television
work on “Not the Nine O’Clock News”, he had recently received the award of Top
BBC TV Personality of the Year by the Variety Club. The show was given an
elaborate production, and its limited season turned out to be a great success, both
critically and at the box office. (Soon afterward the show was taken to Broadway
where it was a quick flop: the Americans were not ready for his pre-Mr Bean
persona).

NEWS REVUE
London run: Gate Theatre Club, March
1981? - to early 1982?
Writers: Edward Whiley, Michael Hodd
Director: Edward Whiley
Musical Director: Derek Harris-Taylor
Cast: (Regularly changed every six
weeks): Some known performers:
Gary Lyons, Paul Raffield, Maggie Dean,
David Hobbs
Notes: This re-worked version of show
previously staged at the Gate for a short run
last September, was now revived as a 50
minute late night revue. The material was
regularly updated: its chief writer, Michael
Hodd, contributed regularly to Radio 4’s
satirical programme “Week Ending” and
Gary Lyons, Paul Raffield, Maggie Dean, David Hobbs
this revue would contain material that the
BBC had rejected as “inappropriate” for an
early evening broadcast. It ran throughout the year, with the cast changing every six weeks or so.
It was re-developed for the Fortune Theatre in March 1981 (q.v.)

UP IN THE 80s

London run: King’s Head, March 10th (Limited 4 week run)
Music: Robb Stewart
Book: Neville Phillips
Director: John Dane
Cast: Amanda Barrie, Peter Blythe, Sheila Reid, Martin Smith
Notes: No further details
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THE CELLAR TAPES

London run: New End, Hampstead, September 17th – 27th
Director: Jan Ravens
Cast: Penny Dwyer,
Stephen Fry,
Hugh Laurie,
Tony Slattery,
Paul Shearer,
Emma Thompson
Notes: The Cambridge
Footlights Revue, a short
run, part of a tour to follow
its Edinburgh Festival
success.
(With hindsight this was a
cast of some especial note!)
Stephen Fry, Paul Shearer, Tony Slattery, Hugh Laurie, Penny Dwyer, Emma Thompson

THE PEOPLE’S CABARET SHOW

London run: Royal Court, December 14th – January 2nd 1982
Written & devised by The Company
Music: Various
Cast: George Khan, Mark Long, Emil Wolk, Chaine Yavroyan
Notes: This show was described as “both a send-up and an original
revue in out own right. It features some excellent jazz, some
unamazing conjuring tricks, athletic comic routines and other
accomplished improvisations which include pinching a handbag from
a girl in the audience during a rendition of ‘Love Me Tender’ (which
is being sung to a fat man in a circle box).” (Plays & Players).
“Baby-faced naïveté is mixed in equal proportion with a cunning talent
for parody to produce a warm and unpretentious piece of
entertainment” (The Stage).

Mark Long

This surreal show had played various fringe venues including the
King’s Head during the summer, and had now been booked by the
Royal Court for the Christmas season.
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AN EVENING’S INTERCOURSE

London run: Drury Lane, February 4th - April 10th (10 week season)
Producer: Dennis Smith

Notes: The evening began with Sir Leslie Patterson, Australia’s
Cultural Attaché to the Court of St James, welcoming the audience,
spreading goodwill and scotch all over the stage, as well as pungent
Australian folk wisdom (“he wouldn’t know a tram was up him till the
bell rang”). He was followed by Phil Philby, talking about his latest
film which attacks discrimination against Lesbianism in an aboriginal
women’s prison. After the interval Dame Edna Everage appeared, and
after updating the audience on her daughter Joylene and her new
grandson, Troy, proceeded to select five “guests” (victims?) from the
audience to take part in a real barbecue onstage – getting them to slice
the cucumbers, cook the steaks and sausages . “The energy, the
prodigal invention, the restless expansion of character, the refusal to
fall back on over-worn routines when the risk of experiment plainly
appeals so much more strongly to the artist was wonderful to behold.
A joyous, relentless evening” (Plays & Players).

Photo by John Timbers

Cast Barry Humphries

Dame Edna Everage

NEWS REVUE

London run: Fortune Theatre, March 20th (short run)
Director: Edward Wiley
Pianist: Steve Brown
Cast: Diana Weston, David Hobbs, Paul Toothill, Gary Lyons, Nick Wilton
Notes: This transfer from the Gate Theatre Club was an experiment: the idea was to launch a running satirical
commentary on current events and news, updated daily by a resident writer. In this way the show would steal a
march on the TV and radio shows which offered similar but less immediate topical fare. If the show was
successful, it would then move to a permanent late-night slot – 10.30 each evening – following the main show.
The heart of the show was a number of slick musical routines with a “general” slant, woven around constantly
changing current news items. These included Freddy Laker, Princess Anne’s horsiness, the Princess of Wales’
pregnancy, Peter Hall’s box office strategy with Guys & Dolls, and Michael Foot choking back his tears as he
sang “The Party’s Over”. However, it was taken off after a couple of weeks due to poor ticket sales.

FUNNY TURNS

London run: King’s Head, March 22nd –
Transfer: Duchess, May 5th – June 26th
Director: Dan Crawford
Producer: Michael Codron

Cast: Victoria Wood, The Great Soprendo
Notes: The first half of the show saw The Great Soprendo perform his
conjuring and card- and rope-tricks with his high-pitched pseudo-Spanish
commentary. As part of the hallowed variety tradition it was part of the fun
when some of the tricks went wrong. The second half consisted of
Victoria Wood button-holing the audience with a series of monologues and
songs dealing with sex, class, snobbery and contemporary fashion. The
show proved popular enough to earn a transfer from the fringe to the West
End
Victoria Wood & Geoffrey Durham (“The Great Sorprendo”)
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BOOGIE WOOGIE BUBBLE ‘N’ SQUEAK

London run: Mayfair Theatre, March 25th - May 1st
Music & Lyrics: Various
Director: Stuart Hopps
Cast: Leonie Hofmeyer, Sarah McNair, Michele Maxwell
Notes: Three singers, collectively presenting themselves as
the Skirted Issue, sing the past and present repertoire of a
number of girl trios, including The Sisters Andrews,
McGuires, Beverleys, Supremes, Pointer, the Three Degrees
and the Shangri-Las.

Michelle Maxwell, Sarah McNair, Leonie Hofmeyer

Notes: The show made
satirical fun of the styles and
songs, the illusion of reallife harmony among the
girls, the fraudulence of
stage allure – and in some
unspecified way which
didn’t quite come off – made
statements connected with
Feminism. It did not receive
good notices and was
withdrawn after five weeks.

BEYOND THE FOOTLIGHTS

London run: Lyric Hammersmith, April 5th – 10th
Director: Jon Plowman
Cast: Robert Bathurst, Stephen Fry, Hugh Laurie,
Paul Shearer, Emma Thompson
Notes: In the tradition of Cambridge revues, this one was felt
to be among the best, possibly heralding a return to popularity
of intimate revue. The sketches included literary parodies
with Robert Browning persuading Elizabeth Barrett to rise
from her couch and Stephen Fry’s re-working of ‘Dracula’ as
a suitable Book at Bedtime. Emma Thompson’s musical skills
and her gloriously insincere thank-you speech for an acting
award were much appreciated, while the political content
included University dons eager to interview any
undergraduate with the name of Kim; Hugh Laurie’s Country
& Western send-up of a prominent America’s support for the
IRA; and some up-to-the minute sketches on the Falklands
crisis which was developing as the show opened. Following
its run at Hammersmith the show would go on a short tour
and then play the Edinburgh Festival.
Stephen Fry & Hugh Laurie
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London run: Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, April 13th – May 1st (Limited run)
Directed by Mel Smith & John Lloyd
Musical Director: Howard Goodall
Cast: Rowan Atkinson, Griff Rhys-Jones,
Mel Smith, Pamela Stephenson,
Michael Carter, Richard Cottan, Ian Cross,
Nicky Croydon, Mike Finesilver,
Nicholas Owen, Pauline Siddle,
Francis Thomson.
Notes: Based on the television success of “Not
the Nine O’ Clock News”, this show offered
some successful items: Griff Rhys Jones
wickedly impersonating John McEnroe and
Donald Sinden; Rowan Atkinson sending up
pretentious French mime artists, and promoting
the SDP – the Speech Defect Party; Pamela
Stephenson’s Mary Whitehouse rattling out
sexual innuendo even as she thumped the moral
drum. The outstanding item was staging the
Pope’s visit to Britain, with singing cardinals,
dancing nuns, and constant reference to the
sponsors who made the whole thing possible.

Mel Smith & Pamela Stephenson

However, these were a few gems in what was otherwise felt to be disappointing. “Sketches that seemed
refreshingly daring on the box seem wan in the theatre. . . too many sketches are allowed to last that fatal couple
of minutes too long so that laughter dies before the performers have had time to move on to the next routine. . .
the parody of Lloyd Webber’s music misses its target by a mile. . . an attempt to turn the Toxteth riots into
another West Side Story fares even less well, and there is a dismally unfunny running gag of fake stage
announcements which becomes a positive embarrassment long before the show reaches its end.” (Plays &
Players)

THE GEORGE
KHAN SHOW
London run: King’s Head,
December 6th – 23rd
Devised by The Company
Music: Various
Cast: George Khan, Emil Wolk,
Mark Long, Chahine Yavroyan
Notes: This was a return visit from
The People’s Cabaret Show, the
same team that had played the
Christmas season the previous year
at the Royal Court, and had
appeared earlier in 1981 at the
King’s Head.
L– R:

George Khan, Chahine Yavroan, Mark Long & Emil Wolk (sitting)
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CAN GAY, WILL GAY

London run: Oval , January 12th -16th
Produced by Consenting Adults in Public
Cast: Unknown
Notes: This was a cabaret revue running just over an hour and being performed at 9.30 each evening

THE TWO RONNIES

London run: Palladium, February 18th – May 21st
Presented by Harold Fielding & Louis Benjamin
Director: Dick Hurran
Choreographer: Paddy Stone
Musical Director: ?
Cast: Ronnie Barker, Ronnie Corbett,
Liz Whiting, The Koziaks, The Stutz Bear Cats,
Les Turlupins

Photos by Reg Wilson

Notes: The sketches included “Mastermind” in
which Ronnie Corbett gives the answer to the
Ronnie Barker & Ronnie Corbett
question before last; Ronnie Barker as a cinema
commissionaire telling the story of his life with the
names of film-stars (starting when he was an Alan Ladd living in Sidney Greenstreet); “Balmoral”, with the
pair as a risqué Queen Victoria and John Brown; and an evening of amateur dramatics in a village hall when it
all goes disastrously wrong. “The sketches and monologues. . . are fixed, their relentlessly inventive wordplay
incapable of alteration. There is no feeling of human contact, no edgy awareness that something could go
disastrously wrong, a joke go too far, a sketch misfire. . . The Stutz Bear Cats outstay their welcome but
recreate the nostalgia of the 40s and 50s pop songs with faultless professionalism. The same cannot be said of
the dire French mime duo, Les Turlupins. . . The Polish troupe, The Koziaks, justify the price of the ticket on
their own”.” (Plays & Players).
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I
London run: Piccadilly Theatre, March 22nd (Withdrawn before opening)
Music: Robert Purvis
Lyrics: Paul Prescott
Book & Conception: Arturo Brachetti
Director: Arturo Brachetti
Choreographer: Derek Deane & Graham Fletcher
Producer: Michael White , Vladimir Forgency, David Astor

Notes: This much-heralded “dinner theatre and cabaret” show was a “new” kind of
entertainment. All the seats in the stalls had been removed and the evening started
with a meal and some fringe entertainment from the waiters. The auditorium walls
were covered in “eyes” – reflecting the name of the show, and the production costs
and costs of converting the stalls into a dining area were said to be £1.5 million.
After the meal, (a kind of “second doors”) the non-eating public were admitted to
the circles and the cabaret began. Originally advertised to open on March 16th, the “official” opening was
postponed for a week due to “one of the leading players incurring a sudden attack of appendicitis.”
After two “invitation only” previews the show was clearly in trouble. The director and star of the show was the
young quick-change artist, Arturo Brachetti, and the performance was built around a series of spectacular
magic tricks, involving complex scene changes. The scene changes were covered by elaborate speciality acts.
Some of the complicated tricks failed to work properly, technically things kept falling apart, and the show itself
ran for two and a half hours without an interval. Because of the late start, following the meal, it was not
possible to put in an interval, and even the starting time was being delayed because the serving of the food was
taking much longer than expected .
Attempts to shorten the show by cutting various acts meant the scene changes could not be accomplished in
time, and the producers and Arthur Brachetti himself were unable to agree on what cuts to make. On March
14th the company was given formal two weeks’ notice, all performances were cancelled, and the production
was withdrawn. It was announced that Peter Coe (the director of “Barnum”) would be given carte blanche to
re-direct, re-stage and shorten the show, which would re-open at some future point still to be announced.
However, the French producers refused to accept this, and insisted on calling in Jean Marie Rivière, the long
established top director of musical theatre in Paris – claiming he was the only man likely to save something
from the wreckage. (Given a new title “Y”, the show re-opened on June 27th.) (q.v.)

NOEL & GERTIE

London run: King’s Head, May 3rd – June 2nd
Music & Lyrics: Noel Coward & others
Book: Sheridan Morley
Director: Alan Strachan
Musical Director: William Blezzard
Cast: Sheridan Morley, Simon Cadell,
Joanna Lumley, David McAllister,
Gillian Bevan.
Notes: The show was a "tribute" to the two
departed stars and it contained all the hit
songs closely associated with both Noel
Coward and Gertrude Lawrence. It had been
performed as a “one-off” charity night at the
Mayfair Theatre in 1981 and now had been
revised as a four-hander with Simon Cadell
and Joanna Lumley as Noel and Gertie, and
David McAllister and Gillian Bevan singing
the songs.
Joanna Lumley & Simon Cadell
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THIS THING CALLED LOVE
London run: Ambassadors,
April 19th - May 7th
Compiled by Alec Grahame,
David Kernan, John Moffat
Director: Wendy Toye
Musical Director: Stuart Pedler

Notes: In construction this revue was “a
meaningless compendium of material,
lacking shape, direction or specific
appeal. . . works by Shakespeare, Dorothy
Parker, Jilly Cooper, Roger McGough,
Thomas Hardy, Cole Porter, John
Betjeman, etc. . . The switches in tone,
content and method of delivery were
enough to disorientate you after a quarter
of an hour, and lose you after 20 minutes.
Where was it all going?
Why do
it?” (Plays & Players). The cast was a
polished quartet of seasoned hands at
revue, but the material simply did not gel.
It came off very quickly.

Y

Photo by John Haynes

Cast: Jennie Linden, David Kernan,
John Moffat, Anna Dawson

Jennie Linden, David Kernan, John Moffat, Anna Dawson

Photo by David Crosswaiye

London run: Piccadilly Theatre, June 27th (ran for 12 months)
Music: Frederick Botton & Robert Purvis
Book & Conception: Jean-Marie Rivière, Arturo Brachetti, Pierre Simoni & Carol Roboh
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Y

London run: Piccadilly Theatre, June 27th (ran for 12 months)
Music: Frederick Botton & Robert Purvis
Book & Conception: Jean-Marie Rivière, Arturo Brachetti,
Pierre Simoni & Carol Roboh
Director: Jean-Marie Rivière
Choreographer: Molly Malloy
Musical Director: Robert Purvis
Producer: Vladimir Forgency & Michael White

Cast: Arturo Brachetti, Nicola Kimber, Bunty Bailey, Caron Cardelle,
Suzy Casabianca, Miranda Coe, Lesley Collinson, Norbert Dingo,
Mark Elle, Heavon Grant, Fiona Lewis, John Peterson, Stefan Reekie,
Caroline Roboh, Heather Sampson, Adrian Richard Swerhun, Tiffanyssima,
Gillian Wynn
Later cast changes: Ward Alexander, Jayne Leigh Collins, Tracy Cullen,
Michael Hervieu, Megan Hughes, Robin James, Patrick Kealey,
Kit & The Widow, Kenny Linden, Claire Lutter, Caron Szulc,
Lynne Winslo
Notes: Despite an initial wobble, when the opening night was postponed for one week, the new production
worked much better. Arturo Brachetti, was said to change costume 80 times in the
show, and all the grand illusions were successfully staged. The show featured things
like a Dracula-type scene where Veronica of Battersea (from the audience) is sawn in
half by the wicked Count Alboretto, and then a chorus of heavenly fairies attempt to
put the pieces back together again; a Venetian scene with gondolas and Casanova; a
Pierrot scene with a flying Pierrot; a Ziegfeld-meets-Crazy-Horse scene with
scantily clad tigers and panthers and a lot of whipping; some original music and a lot
of miming to “standards”. All over the theatre were a series of eyes that lit up and
winked throughout (these were left over from the previous incarnation “I”.) It was
all very spectacular, exotic and over the top. No one quite knew what to make of it,
but its sheer novelty value proved to be an attraction and it was nursed through a
year’s run, during which Arturo Brachetti was nominated for a Society of West End
Theatre Award. However, it was withdrawn after that year, with reported losses of
£4¾ million. The controversy continued with the Piccadilly Theatre management
blaming “highbrow critics” for its failure, thus provoking even more negative
newspaper coverage.

HA BLOODY HA!

London run: Gate, Notting Hill, July 13th (Limited run)
Written by Nick Wilton & Steve Brown
Cast: Nick Wilton, Jan Ravens, Steve Brown
Notes: Nick Wilton and Steven Brown, who had been part of the News Revue team that failed to make an
impact at the Fortune Theatre the previous year, were joined this time by Jan Ravens and were playing a short
season at the Gate prior to the Edinburgh Fringe. This time they seemed to have cracked it: “it does possess in
abundance that ingredient missing from almost all shows of its type seen in London over the past few years. . .
slick disciplined sketches, skilfully exploiting fresh ideas with a deft touch and casual throwaway acting style. .
. Both the show and the chemistry work consistently.” (The Stage)
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JUKEBOX

London run: Astoria Theatre, July 14th (172 Performances)
Music & Lyrics: Various
Book: Mark Donnelly
Director-Choreographer: Steve Merritt
Musical Director: Phil Coulter
Producer: Bill Martin

Cast: Allan Love, Ward Alexander, Debby Bundy, Tim Clark, Francesca Coker,
Jane Danielle, Patti Dennison, Sandra Easby, Lance Ellington, Rosemarie Ford,
Sara France, Holli Hoffman, Jon Peter Jones, Sean Kay, Sally Lavelle,
Donna Louise, Jerry Manley, Dougie Mann, Anastasia Rodriguez, Xenia Rowe,
Mark Tyme, Julian Wild, Daliah Wood,
Notes: An evening of song and dance featuring hot hits from the 1950s onwards – 67 different songs were
listed in the programme, with a cast of 22 and an orchestra of 14 players – this was a “staged” concert rather
than a musical revue.

ODDS & SODS

London run: Almeida, October 10th – 22nd
Devised & written by The Bloolips Company
Director: Bosse Bette
Pianist: Dotty Spot
Cast: Bosse Betty, Diva Dan, Lavinia Co-op,
Dotty Spot, Marge Mellow, Babs Yer Uncle
Notes: Bloolips, “a company of men who
favour the wearing of frocks”, performed a
compilation of items from the past six years of
their shows. The items included the William
Tell Overture, a South American Ode to the
Banana, and Salomé and her Seven Veils.
“The only serious moment is when Marge
Mellow in black silk sings a mighty ballad
called ‘Changing Your Mind’ which just about
knocks the stuffing out of anything else”
(The Stage)

The Bloolips Company

VICTORIA WOOD’S LUCKY BAG

London run: King’s Head, October 31st – November 19th
Written by Victoria Wood
Notes: This was a “one-man show with no men in it” – a 90 minute
version of a modern music hall or variety act, dealing with “things that
loom large down Islington way”: sexual anxieties, whole-food shops, states
of depression, and fringe theatre itself. Her character sketches included a
Northern club comedienne, all heart and smut; a young actress auditioning,
whose only previous work was with children’s theatre performed on the
back of a lorry; a chatty guide conducting visitors round Haworth
Parsonage and leading them inexorably to the souvenir stall; and the
thoughts of a small boy in the Music and Movement class. “A very
considerable artist indeed, with a mixture of the subtle and broad which is
virtually irresistible” (The Stage)
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HAWAIIAN CHEESE PARTY

London run: Gate, Notting Hill, Jan 10th – 28th
Written by the Company
Music: Mark Warman & Robert Harley
Additional material Steve Punt, Nick Hancock
Director: Nick Symons
Musical Director: Mark Warman
Cast: Morwena Banks, Chris England, Robert Harley,
Dave Meek, Neil Mullarkey, Paul Simpkin
Notes: This show from the Cambridge Footlights had played its
usual two weeks at the Cambridge Art before going on to the
Edinburgh Festival and following that with an extensive tour. By
the time it came to London it claimed to have given 114
performances in 46 different venues.
At the end of the Notting Hill run the whole company was setting
off for Australia, with dates booked in Sydney, Adelaide and
Brisbane, taking it up to the end of April. This was the longest running to date of the annual Footlights Revue. The targets
included Mike Yarwood, Harold Wilson, Ted Heath, and the
nuclear bomb, and the show included “a particularly clever and
amusing history of Notting Hill Gate, which can neatly be turned
into a history of any other place the company may be playing”
(The Stage)

Neil Mullarkey

BEST OF NEWS REVUE

London run: Gate, Notting Hill, Jan 31st – ?
Writers: Various
Director: Bill Dare
Pianist: Charles Hart
Cast: Susie Brann, Julian Cohen, Carmen Lynn, John Sparkes.

Susie Brann

Notes: Throughout 1983 the Gate News Revues had been regularly staged as
short late-night performances, with satirical comments on the current affairs ,
events and personalities in the news. This full-length show, staged at normal
performance time, was a compilation of the best of the songs, sketches and satire
from 1983. The targets included such topics as the police, press, and the CND
and offered “. . . verve, personality, punch, but also precision, clarity and teamwork; a good combination” (The Stage). The company returned to late night
shows for the remainder of the year, and then announced a change of venue from
November onwards.
This was prompted by a dispute with the Gate Theatre, and the News Revue
company announced it had “become fed up with feeling that, as the show which
pulled in the best audiences, they were propping up a venue over which they had
no control”. Accordingly they moved to the Canal Face Theatre – a room above
the Bridge House Pub by the Regent Canal – performing their satirical revue from
10pm every Thursday to Sunday. The Canal Theatre would devote the midevening slot to runs of new work.

John Sparkes
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PUMP BOYS & DINETTES

London run: Piccadilly Theatre, September 25th (302 Perfs)
Transferred to Albery Theatre June 11th 1985 (95 Perfs)
Music & Lyrics: Jim Wann, Cass Morgan, Debra Monk,
John Foley, John Schimmel & Mark Hardwick
Director: David Taylor
Cast: Paul Jones (Jim), Brian Protheroe (L.M.) ,
Gary Holton (Eddie), Julian Littman (Jackson),
Kiki Dee (Rhetta), Carlene Carter (Prudie)

Story: This was a mixture of revue and musical: on Highway 57 in
North Carolina, stands a gas station, just across from a roadside
eatery called the “Double Cupp Diner”. The four guys at the station
– Jim, Jackson, Eddie and L.M. – have been known to do some auto
repairs, but only when aided by lots of time and beers. The Cupp
Sisters, Prudie and Rhetta, celebrate their home cooking with the
same zeal they bring to being neighbourly with the boys. The
“plot” was a virtually a series of sketches and solo items, thus
prompting its description as a “revue”.

Photo by Press Associates

Songs: Highway 57, Serve Yourself, Fisherman’s Prayer, Be Good
or Be Gone, Mona, Tips, Vacation, Closing Time

Paul Jones & Kiki Dee

Notes: The show ran on Broadway for 15 months, winning many awards and a Tony Nomination. The West
End production took over from the financially disastrous “Y” at the Piccadilly, but was still presented as an
“after-dinner” attraction with the stalls used for pre-show dining. It was performed in a more conventional
setting when it transferred to the Albery. Cast changes during its run included Joe Brown, Clodagh Rodgers,
Peter Duncan, Lyndsey de Paul, Jeremy Clyde and Chad Stuart.

FEIFFER’S AMERICA

London run: Lyric Hammersmith Studio, December 12th (Short run)
Adapted by Henry Ditson from Jules Feiffer’s book
Director: John Barlow

Photo by Donald Cooper

Cast: Ed Bishop (Kennedy, Reagan etc),
David Healey (Eisenhower, Johnson, etc),
Sarah Keller (The Other Woman),
Ma McDonald (Ford, Carter, etc),
Lynn Seymour (The Dancer),
Mel Taylor (The Token Black), Peter Whitman (Nixon)
Notes: This was a series of blackout sketches tied to the tenures of
America’s last seven presidents and based on Jules Feiffer’s 1982
anthology “From Eisenhower to Reagan”. The sketches reported that
Kennedy represented youthfulness and hair; Ford was not in office to do
good, but to be good; Jimmy Carter was “smaller than life” but good at
bringing peanut-farming policies into the Oval office; and a prolonged
parody saw Ronnie and Nancy bickering away in “On Reagan Pond”.
The show was presided over by the Token Black (so-called because of
society’s prohibition of the word ‘negro’. Somewhat specific in its
humour this was a revue aimed at a specialised audience.
Lynn Seymour
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FASCINATING AIDA’S CHRISTMAS CABARET
London run: Warehouse, December 11th – January 5th 1985
Music: Dillie Keane
Lyrics: Dillie Keane, Adele Anderson
Cast: Dillie Keane, Adele Anderson, Marilyn Cutts
Notes: In October 1983 a new group called “Fascinating Aida”, referred to as the Andrews Sisters of the
Alternative Cabaret Circuit, performed a few dates in small clubs—including the Battersea Arts Centre. Their
“set” lasted less than an hour and consisted of songs of
suburban angst and domestic turmoil. “An anti-nuclear
lullaby brought the single totally serious note to the
proceedings - its impact suitably increased as a result. .
. But there was no lack of variety in either style or temp,
and all told it was an hour of pure entertainment”. (The
Stage).
During 1984 the act was developed, with Marilyn Cutts
replacing the original third member, Lizzie Richardson.
Following much success at the Edinburgh Fringe, the
trio was invited to play a short Christmas season at the
Donmar Warehouse.
The new targets included jogging, Sloane Rangers,
health food fads, a Liza Minelli-type tribute to the city
that never sleeps, “Moscow, Moscow”. “Although the
basic tone of the show is light-hearted, some of the
numbers achieve a surprising depth” (The Stage)

Adele Anderson, Dillie Keane and Marilyn Cutts
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MEET ME AT THE GATE

Cast: Lynda Bellingham, Robert Glenister, Graham Hoadly,
Diana Martin, Gaynor Sinclair, Billy Milton. Later: Leni Harper
Notes: This was a “retrospective revue” about the Gate Theatre, the famous
pre-war home of intimate revue, concentrating on the “golden years” 1934-39.
Diana Morgan, a writer and leading lady from that era, was involved in recreating the pieces and served as one of several guest compères and commères
during the run. (Other guest presenters were advertised as Gwen FfrangconLynda Bellingham
Davies, Margaret Rawlings, Carol Lynne, Mary Malcolm and Matthew
Norgate). Despite the passage of time, “the abiding impression is of how little some things have changed. …
Considering that none of the performers. . . can ever have seen an intimate revue, let alone have been in one,
they all take to the medium ably and effectively, hitting off the vaguely camp style and the lightning
characterisations necessary with aplomb.” (The Stage). For the last two weeks of the eight week run, Leni
Harper replaced Lynda Bellingham.

A BIT OF BOTH – PLUS THE OTHER ONE
London run: Battersea Arts Centre, February 27th – March 16th
Director: Jude Kelly
Cast: Susie Baxter, Thomas Henty, Michael Birch
(No further details)

LOOK TO THE RAINBOW

London run: King’s Head, March 6th - Transfer: Apollo, May 1st (4 weeks)
Music: Various
Lyrics: E.Y. Harburg
Director: Robert Cushman
Choreographer: Dennis Grimaldi
Musical Director: Michael Dixon
Producer: Louis Benjamin

Cast: Jack Gilford, Michael Cantwell,
Isabelle Lucas, Mandy More, Barbara Rosenblatt,
Simon Russell-Beale
Songs: Buddy Can You Spare a Dime, Over the
Rainbow, Lydia the Tattooed Lady, Ole Devil Moon,
Let’s Take a Walk Around the Block, How are Things in Glocca Morra?, April
in Paris, Look to the Rainbow, When I’m Not Near the Girl I Love
Notes: With the veteran Broadway comedian, Jack Gilford, in the guise of
lyricist himself, this was a biographical revue of E. Y. “Yip” Harburg who
wrote the words for composers such as Vernon Duke, Jerome Kern, Harold
Arlen and others. The show had a short run at the King’s Head and then
transferred to the Apollo theatre. Though highly praised by the critics, it lasted
just one month. It marked one of the earliest London appearances of Simon
Russell-Beale.
Michael Cantwell & Mandy More

Photo by Eric Gray

London run: King’s Head, January 8th – February 23rd
Devised by Diana Morgan & Geoffrey Wright
Additional material: Nicholas Phipps
Music: Geoffrey Wright & Ronnie Hill
Director: Neil Lawford
Associate Director: Simon Cadell
Choreographer: Gillian Gregory
Musical Director: Courtney Kenny
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THERE’S NO PEOPLE LIKE
SHOW PEOPLE

London run: Donmar Warehouse, 28th May – 23 rd July
Producer: David Kernan and Peter Wilson
Notes: This was a Musical Revue Season – a series of
compilation shows staged as late-night and Sunday
Theatre at the Donmar Warehouse. The shows were
Tuesday to Thursday at 10pm, Friday and Saturday at
11pm, and on Sundays at 5pm and 7.30pm. Special
dinner/theatre tickets were available. This was an
experiment, especially in relation to the Sunday
performances. (The Jerome Kern programme was
extended and lengthened as a standard Monday to
Saturday show – no dinner arrangement – and was
revived at the Donmar in the autumn for a few weeks.
David Kernan & Elisabeth Welch

Jerome Kern Goes to Hollywood (28 May – 16 June)
Compiled by Dick Vosburgh
Cast: Elaine Delmar, David Kernan, Liz Robertson, Elisabeth Welch
This was a celebration of the work of Jerome Kern, marking his centenary year.
An Unexpected Evening with June Havoc June 18-30 (14 performances)
Cast: June Havoc in her own solo show
Notes: Immortalised in “Gypsy” as the sister of Gypsy Rose Lee, June Havoc’s review of her career brought
some unknown attributes: Marathon Dance Champion of the USA, stalwart challenger of the House of UnAmerican Activities Commission, director of repertory in New Orleans, and actress in Brecht, Wilder and
Coward.
A Tribute to Ethel Merman July 2nd – 23rd
Cast: Libby Morris, David Kernan, Jack Tinker
Notes: This tribute to Ethel Merman was hosted by the Daily Mail critic, Jack Tinker

A Friend of Dorothy July 25th – August 11th
Director: Ian Judge
Cast: Marian Montgomery, Jane Carr, Gaye Brown
A tribute to Dorothy Fields & Dorothy Parker
Notes: “Colourful sketches considered racial prejudice, an absent lover,
or the perils of accepting an invitation to dance, while witty verses and
some of the well-known Parker one-liners were likewise slotted into the
proceedings. . . a show with much to offer” (The Stage)
How Lucky Can You Get? August 13th – September 15th
Director: Ian Judge
Cast: Diane Langton, Angela Richards, Josephine Blake, Ray Evans
The music of John Kander & Fred Ebb
Notes: The original run was extended to September 15th due to its success
at the box office. (The final performance was followed by a late-night gala
with excerpts from all the previous Donmar summer cabarets with the
proceeds going to the Terence Higgins Trust.)
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THE IRON CURTAIN CALL

London run: Offtage Downstairs , Chalk Farm Road, August 1st – 11th
Revived: Bridge Theatre, Borough, December 10th – 31st
Written by Bob Sinfield
Music: Geoffrey Wright
Director: Kim Grant
Musical Director: Jonathan Gee
Cast: David Gooderson, Richard Denning, Richard Frost,
Bridge Theatre: Richard Cubison, Richard Denning, Richard Frost,
Notes: This started as a late-night evening revue at Offstage Downstairs in Chalk
Farm Road during the first two weeks of August and was a kind of musical-revuesatire on the subject of Burgess, Maclean and Philby. It was revived for lunchtime
performances at the Bridge Theatre for the Christmas period at which time Richard
Cubison took over the part previously played by David Gooderson.

TELL ME HONESTLY
London run: Donmar Warehouse, August 15th (12 performances)
Written by Kenneth Branagh
Cast: Kenneth Branagh, David Whitaker, Sarah Woodward,
Nicholas Woodeson, Jan Revere
Notes: In this lunchtime revue, the satire revolved around the theatre
world itself: its vanity, fear, kindliness, hope, prickles and doubt. The
players were Mr Pianoman, musician; Neoroza, auditioning; Largewit,
producer and agent; and Assinina, easily understood. “They dance and
sing, talk and preen, bow their heads. They are pert and funny, witty and
plain silly. Everything is true, all is brilliantly overdone, by Branagh and
his delightful company. (The Stage).
Kenneth Branagh

THE LAMBUSTERS

London run: Bloomsbury, September 17th (Limited run)
Written & Directed by Kevin Williams
Music & Lyrics: Kevin Williams
Music performed by: Cat Talk Group
Cast: Larry Dann, Ron Emslie, Berwick Kaler, Tim Whitnall
Notes: Described as a musical in “Army Camp Revue” style, this was a 50
minute satire featuring two rival Lambuster enemies, the mad Genie General
and the Devil of the Deep Blue Sea. Between them are the Little Man, the
ordinary soldier, and his lamb. The bizarre, ridiculous war games bring misery
and humour to the victims. “The show has invention, wit, pathos and
comicalities as well as something chilling to make one think about the realities
of war.” (The Stage)
Berwick Kaler
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WHO PLAYS WINS

London run: Vaudeville, September 26th – January 18th 1986
Written by Peter Skellern & Richard Stilgoe
Director: Mick Ockrent
Presented by Michael Codron

Cast: Peter Skellern, Richard Stilgoe
Notes: This intimate-style collection of “gentle satirical nonsense”, songs and
sketches – a two-man show – was felt to be lost in the vast emptiness of a theatre,
and really belonged in a supper-club. Although the show covered a wide range of
subjects, it was felt to lack bite, “even references to everything from the sinking of
the Greenpeace ship to religion are just too gentle. . . though rather like
enthusiastic schoolboys they occasionally cross the borders of good taste notably
with the very unfunny number about AIDS and haemophiliacs” (The Stage).
Despite generally indifferent reviews, the original six weeks was extended, and the show continued through the
Christmas holiday playing its three weeks underneath matinee performances of “Mr Men”.

TOPICAL HEATWAVE FROM THE FOOTLIGHTS
London run: Bloomsbury, October 14th – 26th
Writers: The Cast & others
Music: Andrew Gant
Director: Charlie Pattinson

Cast: Bill Cashmore, Chris Luscombe. Alison Cook, Daniel Strauss, Kathryn Crew, Graham Wynne
Notes: The annual Cambridge Footlights Revue played an extensive touring schedule before coming into the
Bloomsbury for a short season. By now the annual event had lost much of its impact due to the rise of television
satire and alternative comedians. The show consisted of “one good rousing musical number called The Family
Way, a couple of decent monologues, a piece of badly conceived pantomime and a great deal of dross. It cannot
be said that the company is short of ideas. Their trouble is sustaining a sketch, giving it shape, and executing it
with sufficient skill. . . You can spot the influence of Hinge and Bracket, Dame Edna Everage and Rik Mayall at
100 paces, Inventivness is, in other words, at a premium” . (Newcastle Journal)

THE SLOANE RANGER REVUE

Cast: Rupert Baker, Gaye Brown, Doug Fisher,
James Gow, Royce Mills, Sarah Mortimer,
Jan Ravens, Nick Wilton, Jane Wellman
Notes: The sketches included disastrous dinner
parties, pleas of poverty, yobbo-ish behaviour by
Hooray Henrys in Indian restaurants, sexual
inadequacy, and falling in love with one’s skiinstructor. Jan Ravens “queen of the strangulated
vowels”, and Gaye Brown, as a succession of
formidable older ladies bulldozing their way
through Fortnums and Harrods, were picked out as
the best things in the show, but generally the show provided “a pretty naff evening” (The Stage). Its business
dropped severely over the Christmas period, and, showing no signs of picking up in the New Year, it was
withdrawn on January 18th

Photo by Plays & Players uncredited

London run: Duchess, November 12th – January 18th 1986
Devised by Ned Sherrin & Neil Shand
Based on the books by Ann Barr & Peter York
Director: Ned Sherrin
Choreographer: Lindsay Dolan
Musical Director: John Owen Edwards
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THE JOCKEYS OF NORFOLK

London run: King’s Head, October 28th - November 30th
Cast: Hugh Grant, Chris Lang, Andy Taylor
Later: Kit & the Widow
Notes: This revue formed the first half of an evening’s entertainment (The second half was 83 year old Irene
Handl reading extracts from her new novel). Sketches in the revue were aimed at the movies – with “The
Winslow Boy” played as a Scorsese gangster film; the Christian church – with the Nativity performed in the
style of “Brief Encounter”
with Mary, Joseph and
Gabriel speaking in the
plummy BBC accents of the
1940; and children’s TV
and “Playschool” – “We
know a song about penises
and vaginas, shall we all
sing it now?”. “The writing
is sharp and never overextended, the choice of
subject matter both wide and
original, while the acting in
unusually subtle for this
kind of show” (The Stage) .
From November 18th Kit &
the Widow joined the
Jockeys Company.
Andy Taylor, Chris Land & Hugh Grant
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THE NEW REVUE
London run: Shaftesbury, March 7th
Writers: Richard Curtis, Ben Elton, Rowan Atkinson
Music: Howard Goodall
Director: Robin Lefevre
Cast: Rowan Atkinson, Angus Deayton
Notes: A one-man show (Angus Deayton served as the
occasional straight man feed), this was a triumph for
Rowan Atkinson. He was a Scottish headmaster
explaining without apology how he has beaten his son to
death; he was an Indian waiter dealing with a crowd of
drunks; he was Harold Macmillan; and he was a news
broadcaster for the deaf in sign language “convincing me
for the first time that mime can be both funny and
Angus Deayton & Rowan Atkinson
entirely unprecious” (The Stage). Occasionally the
humour became a bit schoolboyish – his school register sketch included names like Anus, Arse Bandit, Bottom and
Fistup – but this was forgiven in a sketch when Mrs Thatcher insists that if you want something done you’ve got to
get up and do it yourself, to which Macmillan replies “Try telling that to a man who wants a blow job”.

SMALL EXPECTATIONS

London run: Queen Elizabeth Hall, March 28th – 31st (7 performances)
Writers: Ned Sherrin & Alistair Beaton
Music: Gerard Kenny
Director: Ned Sherrin
Notes: Ned Sheridan and Alistair Beaton, who caricatured the conflicts between the GLC and the Government in
“The Ratepayers’ Iolanthe” and “The Metropolitan Mikado”, now created a new satirical musical revue inspired by
Dickens. It was part of the GLA Farewell Festival, running from Good Friday to Easter Monday at the Queen
Elizabeth Hall.

ANOTHER FINE MESS
London run: Bloomsbury, October 20th – 25th
Writers: The Company & others
Director: Chris England
Cast: David Baddiel, Mike Baker, Russell Churney, Katy Furshpan, Nick Golson, Ben Liston,
Juliet Lloyd-Jones
Notes: The Cambridge Footlights Revue

NOEL AND GERTIE

London run: Donmar Theatre, August 26th (4 week season)
Music & Lyrics: Noel Coward & others
Book: Sheridan Morley
Musical Director: William Blezzard
Cast: Patricia Hodge (Gertrude Lawrence), Lewis Fiander (Noel Coward)
Notes: The show is a "tribute" to the two departed stars and it contains all
the hit songs closely associated with both Noel Coward and Gertrude
Lawrence. This was its first proper run, though it had been performed as a
“one-off” charity night at the Mayfair Theatre in 1981 and at the King’s
Head in 1983 as a four-hander featuring Simon Cadell and Joanna Lumley
with the songs performed by Gillian Bevan and David McAlister. This
revised version involved two performers. (See also the 1st West End revival
in 1989 at the Comedy Theatre with Patricia Hodge and Simon Cadell. )

1987
FASCINATING AIDA AT THE PICCADILLY
London run: Piccadilly, February 17th - April 3rd
Music: Dillie Keane
Lyrics: Dillie Keane, Adele Anderson,
Director: Nica Burns

Cast: Dillie Keane, Adele Anderson, Denise Wharmby
Notes: “What makes them peculiarly acceptable to the Piccadilly Theatre is
their polish and professionalism. . . Their material is nicely varied, their softcentre satire is good natured and aimed at Yuppies and, to quote from one of
their best songs, at ‘angst-ridden, middle-class whites’ who don’t buy South
African oranges but still send their children to private schools, even if they do
believe in the comprehensive system” (The Stage). The show proved highly
successful, and its original limited run was extended to April 3rd.
Dillie Keane, Denise Wharmby and Adele Anderson

BLUES IN THE NIGHT

London run: Donmar Warehouse, June 12th (51 Performances)
Transfer: Piccadilly Theatre, Sept 28th July 23rd , 1988
(346 Performances)
Music: Various
Book & Director: Sheldon Epps
Director: David Kernan
Choreographer: Steve Whatley
Musical Director: Neil McArthur
Cast: Carol Woods, Debbie Bishop, Maria Friedman,
(Donmar) Clarke Peters (Piccadilly) Peter Straker
Notes: The first version of this show had
appeared off-Broadway in 1982 with Leslie
Uggams. This was a heavily revised version
which was much praised at the Donmar and
transferred for a successful run to the
Piccadilly. It was set in a 1930s Chicago
Hotel where three women sing of the men
who have left them. The three women are the
Lady from the Road, the Woman of the
World, and the Girl with a Date. The one
man in the show, the Man in the Saloon, is
the pianist. The lovelorn ladies reflect on the
men in their lives through an anthology of
urban blues, and pop standard blues.
Carol Woods

CHARING CROSSROADS 87

London run: Café Theatre, Charing Cross August 3rd – 15th
Written & Directed by Marilyn Ball
Cast: Greg Gray, Tom Hodgkins, Jane Miller, Vanessa Walton-Bone
(No further details)
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ROYAL BOROUGH
London run: Royal Court Upstairs,
August 6th
Writers: Marty Cruickshank & others
Music: Stephen Warbeck
Director: Simon Curtin
Cast: Adam Kotz, Eamon Boland,
Robbie Gee, Julia Swift, Patti Love,
Natasha Williams
Notes: The sketches included a guide
to the London Borough of Kensington
& Chelsea, pointing out it has the
highest proportion of drug-takers and
alcoholics in London and
is a
Julia Swift, Patti Love & Eamon Boland
shopping paradise for punks in Kings
Road and toffs in Peter Jones. Other
items were the sad tale of a Chelsea Pensioner; and a sketch relating the AIDS epidemic to the Great Plague in the
days of Charles II; as well as some Noel Coward short sketches and songs. It was felt to be efficient “though the
form of the evening is rather baggy and shapeless” (The Stage). The show involved the audience leaving the
theatre and promenading around Sloane Square to size up the immediate locality. (If it rained, the audience were
invited to look out of the windows of the theatre!)

GROUCHO – A LIFE IN REVUE
London run: Comedy Theatre, September 16th—Nov 28th
Written by Arthur Marx & Robert Fisher
Director: Arthur Marx
Musical Director: Mark Warman
Cast Frank Ferrante, Les Marsden,
Marguerite Lowell, David Baukham
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Notes: This review of the life of Groucho Marx saw “a brilliant
impersonation of Groucho and an evocation of his humour but
nothing else. Misogyny , insults, rumoured stinginess and failed
marriages are given short shrift by Groucho himself. . . .
Discarding any pretensions of serious biography, this is pure
entertainment, superficial, hilarious and cloying
sentimental” (The Stage) Frank Ferrante was much praised as
Groucho, as was Les Marsden’s harp-playing as Chico .
Les Marsden & Frank Ferrante

AFTER THE SHOW (Cancelled)
London run: Fortune, October 16th
Director: Bob Howe

Cast: Christopher Biggins, Tim Flavin, Colette Gleesonb, Kelly Hunter. Dilys Watling,
Helen Lederer, Rosemary Ashe
Notes: This late-night revue was to have played from Tuesdays to Saturdays from 11.15pm with two Sunday
daytime performances, and was said to have attracted a number of well-known writers prepared to supply material.
A number of well-known performers had been announced in the pre-publicity. However, the whole thing was
cancelled at the very last minute. The management claimed they had failed to get the formula right, and, rather than
stage a poor show, it was better to cancel outright. Rumours of very poor advance box office sales were denied,
though it was said the initiator of the show, Post Prandial Productions, had lost a great deal of money.
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WICKED LIPS
London run: Donmar, April 21st—May 20th (Limited run)
Re-staged: Boulevard Theatre, Nov 18th—Dec 17th (Limited run)
Music: Various
Lyrics: Richard Kates
Director: Richard Kates
Cast: (Donmar) Richard Kates, Cheryl Taylor, Buster Skeggs, Tim Burley;
(Boulevard) Richard Kates, Tracie Hart, Pauline Hannah, Tim Burley
This was Richard Kates’s second attempt to put on this satirical send-up of everything
West End. An earlier attempt in August 1984 was scuppered by Andrew Lloyd-Webber
refusing to have any new words to his music, thus the show received a one-night only
“private” performance at the Donmar with Valerie Walsh, Tudor Davies and Cheryl
Taylor. Four years later this revival featured send-ups of Liza Minelli, Tommy Steele, Julie Andrews, a wellknown agent fiddling on the roof, and two well-known managers singing “Anything You can Do, I Can do
Cheaper”. It was clearly aimed at the “in-crowd”, and with its 11.30pm late night slot twice a week – that is the
crowd it got!

ZIEGFELD

London run: London Palladium, April 26th (Closed October 1st)
Music & Lyrics: Various
Book: Ned Sherrin & Alistair Beaton
Director-Choreographer: Joe Layton
Musical Director: Paul Bateman
Producer: Harold Fielding
Cast: Len Cariou (Florenz Ziegfeld), Louise Gold (Goldie), Jaynee & Michelle
Jordan (The Dolly Sisters), Fabienne Guyon (Anna Held), Aliki Georgiou (Lillian
Lorraine), Haydn Gwynne (Billie Burke), Amanda Rickard (Marilyn Miller)
Songs: The music of Jerome Kern, Irving Berlin and the other classic writers and songs
of period.

Three cast changes in
five months

Within a few weeks of the opening,
following a critical mauling and
backstage rows, both the director
and the leading man left the show.
Tommy Steele was called in to restructure the show and until a new
lead was signed up, Marc Urqhart,
the understudy, took over the title
role. After some re-writing the role
of Ziegfeld was played by Topol,
but not even he could save this
glitteringly expensive musical. It
closed on October 1st with losses
estimated at some £3 million

Photo by Richard McLaren

Notes: This extravaganza boasted 22 six-foot tall showgirls, a total cast of 60,
costumes worth over £1 million and purported to tell the tale of legendary Broadway
impresario, Florenz Ziegfeld. Sadly, Ziegfeld himself was a man forever surrounded by
dozens of beautiful girls yet unable to build a coherent relationship with any one of
them; he was surrounded by millions of his own box-office dollars yet unable to spend
it on anything but outer surfaces. He had hit shows but few of the writers and
choreographers would stay with him, since he was an impresario with no real idea of
anything beyond spectacle. Since the story of the man himself could not provide any
“heart” or plot to the show, it came over as nothing more than a hugely over-the-top
fashion parade from the museum of show business. Magnificent to look at – but
nothing more.
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STOP IN THE NAME
OF LOVE

Cast: Naomi Eyers, Alison Jiear, Lisa Shipley (The Fabulous Singlettes),
with David Glynde, Gordon Marshall, Ant Glynn, John Gustafson,
Jason McDermid, Wayne Findlay
Notes: There was no plot, but the show offered a nostalgic evening of
songs from the Sixties from the Australian group The Fabulous Singlettes
backed by their boyfriends. It was billed as a Sixties Revue but was nearer
to a cabaret production.

SUMMER PUDDING

London run: Man in the Moon, August 16th – September 10th
Written by John Taylor
Cast: Diva Dan, Marge Mellow, Gloria Goodwood, Gennie Fingers, Jon-Jon Taylor
Notes: This was an hour-long show staged at 10pm nightly. (No further details)

WAVING AT THE PIGEONS
London run: New End, Hampstead,
September 7th—10th
Writers: Richard Herring & Stewart Lee
Director: Stefan Stern
Cast: Catherine Hood, Emma Williams, Ben Moor, Ben Pope, Richard Herring
Notes: This was the 1988 Oxford Revue,
playing a brief season before the Edinburgh
Fringe. Targets included TV religion – “The
Lord is a dishwasher in your kitchen, and we’re
all his dirty dishes”;
a Minister for
Homosexuality whose
homophobia
is
scarcely concealable;
and a “Loadsamoney”
type responding to
the famine in Africa.
This was unusually
hard-hitting stuff for
the Oxford Revue.
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London run: Piccadilly Theatre,
August 15th (104 Performances)
Music: Various
Director: Wayne A. Findlay
Choreographer: Henry Metcalfe
Producer: Bill Kenwright
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RE-JOYCE

London run: Fortune Theatre, September 14th (Limited season)
Returned to Fortune Theatre Jan 9th 1989 (Limited season)
Revived at Vaudeville Theatre, September 19th 1989
(Total: 173 Performances)
Music: Richard Addinsell
Lyrics: Joyce Grenfell
Book: James Roose-Evans & Joyce Grenfell
Director: Alan Strachan
Musical Director: Denis King
Producer: Michael Codron

Cast: Maureen Lipman (Joyce Grenfell),
Denis King (her accompanist)
Notes: This was a one-woman tribute to
Joyce Grenfell, the versatile critic, author,
entertainer and dogged tourer with ENSA,
taking entertainment to the troops in 14
countries (“I feel I have to do Bagdhad – nobody wants to go”). The programme
included all the famous monologues and captured the essential English-ness
which characterised this remarkable performer. Maureen Lipman was much
praised for this performance.

SUGAR BABIES
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London run: Savoy Theatre, September 20th - January 7th, 1989 (127 Performances)

1988
SUGAR BABIES

London run: Savoy Theatre, September 20th - January 7th, 1989
(127 Performances)
Music : Jimmy McHugh
Lyrics: Various
Book: Ralph Allen
Director-Choreographer: Ernest O. Flatt
Musical Director: Kevin Amos
Producer: Duncan Weldon & Jerome Minskoff

Cast: Mickey Rooney, Ann Miller, Rhonda Burchmore, Chris Emmett,
Peter Reeves, Len Howe, Bryan Burdon,
Michael Davis, Steve Rawlings
The Sugar Babies: Joy Bishop, Paula Boram, Janine Davies,
Sarah Drummond, Nicole Jane Fitzpatrick, Samantha Hughes,
Katie Izzard, Mandy Morris, Susan Nieto, Emma Peploe-Williams,
Angelie Walker, Samantha Young, Caroline Clare, Loretta O’Neill
Tivoli Boys: Tim Curtis, Andrew Richards, Paul Robinson,
Michael Zavacky, Stephen Richards
Songs: On The Sunny Side of the Street, I Can’t Give You Anything
but Love Baby, Don’t Blame Me, Over There
Notes: This was a show plagued by injury and postponement.
Originally planned to open in the middle of August, it was delayed for
a month after Ann Miller suffered an
injury. However, once it opened it was
acclaimed as a glorious throw-back to the
days of variety – a dove act, a juggling act,
and a series of sketches in a schoolroom, in
a court-room, and a flag-waving finale.
Ann Miller and Mickey Rooney won over
the critics and audiences alike with their
“professionalism and sheer class”. The
production had opened in New York in
1979 and had been touring more or less
ever since.
Mickey Rooney

Ann Miller
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LOVE MATTERS 2

London run: Canal Café, January 2nd—28th
Written by Cass Allen & Mona Bruce
Music: Peter Durrent & Steven Markwicj
Cast: Libby Morris, Cass Allen, Philip Lowrie, Ray Lonnen

Libby Morris

Notes: This revue of love in all its different aspects included romantic, platonic,
extra-marital, extra faithful, narcissistic, passionate, neighbourly, gay, lesbian and
more besides. Led by the Canadian Libby Morris, whose “Bisexual Made for
Two” led the laughs, the support included Philip Lowrie’s “Song of the
Gerontophile”. “A genial joyous show” (The Stage)

FORBIDDEN BROADWAY
London run: Fortune Theatre, March 2nd
(85 Performances)
Music: Various
Book & Lyrics: Gerard Alessandri
Director: Gerard Alessandrini

Notes: The long-running Broadway supper-club show
had great success satirising Broadway shows and
personalities, and achieved a cult following through its
annual editions and its affectionate satire (though as the
years went by, the satire became less affectionate and
sometimes bordered on the offensive.)
It didn’t really work for a British audience since the
satire is so specialised, and requires considerable
detailed knowledge of the shows and the gossip about
their background. The British version was not helped
by Andrew Lloyd Webber’s continuing refusal to allow
any of his music to be sent-up with new lyrics.

FASCINATING AIDA

London run: Lyric Hammersmith, March 28th – April 15th
Music: Dillie Keane
Lyrics: Dillie Keane, Adele Anderson
Cast: Dillie Keane, Adele Anderson, Denise Wharmby
Notes: This was announced as a Farewell Performance. After ten years, having toured America, Australia,
recorded two albums, had a 40 minute TV documentary devoted to them, a West End run and entertained at
Joan Collins’ wedding reception, the girls decided to pursue individual careers. With a wide range of satirical
targets their songs included “My Favourite Tool”, “Kay, Why?” and “Get Knotted”, and barbs aimed at the
wok-wielding middle classes.
(The group was disbanded, but subsequently re-formed in 1994)
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Cast: Rosemary Ashe, Jenny Michelmore,
Simon Slater, Michael Fenton Stevens
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NOEL AND GERTIE (1st Revival)
London run: Comedy Theatre, December 14th
(220 Performances)
Music & Lyrics: Noel Coward
Book: Sheridan Morley
Director: Alan Strachan
Musical Director: Jonathan Cohen
Choreographer: David Toguri
Producer: Zoe Dominic & Bill Freedman

Cast: Simon Cadell (Noel Coward),
Patricia Hodge (Gertrude Lawrence)
Notes: This was the anthology of Coward’s words, scenes and
songs which had originally been created by Sheridan Morley at
the King’s Head in 1983. The original production was a fourhander: Simon Cadell and Joanna Lumley with the songs performed by Gillian Bevan and David McAlister. Following this,
the show had various productions around the country including
some international dates, and various combinations of performers.
This revised version – for two performers – originally was to feature Michael York – but for some reason
Simon Cadell replaced him. The post West-End tour, with Edward Petherbridge and Susan Hampshire was
cancelled due to the illness of the leading lady.

